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Abstract 

 The purpose of this work is to present and empirically test the Akerlof, Dickens 

and Perry (2000) model for two euro area countries, Portugal and Germany. The main 

purpose is to derive estimates for the Near Rational Phillips Curve and verify if the 

implications of ADP do apply to the current preference of the European Central Bank 

for an inflation target below the annual rate of 2%. Although no quantitative assessment 

is made over the adequacy of this target, we give some insight on whether this strategy 

is optimal for overall welfare.  

 Using annual data, we find evidence supporting the ADP conjecture that 

inflation is crucial for the degree of incorporation of price expectations in wage and 

price setting, although there is a weak link about its effect on unemployment, a finding 

which requires further study of the robustness of the Curve. 
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Resumo 

 O Objectivo deste trabalho consiste na na apresentação e avaliação empírica do 

modelo proposto por Akerlof, Dickens e Perry (2000) para dois países da Área do Euro, 

Portugal e Alemanha. Procurar-se-á deste modo obter estimativas para uma Curva de 

Phillips Quasi-racional e que verifiquem se os postulados ADP também são válidos em 

relação à preferência do Banco Central Europeu por um objectivo de inflação inferior a 

2%. Conquanto não seja realizada uma análise quantitativa dos efeitos, procuram-se 

realizar breves reflexões sobre se a estratégia é óptima para o Bem Estar. 

 Recorrendo ao uso de uma base de dados anuais é possível encontrar evidência 

de que o nível da inflação é importante na determinação do grau de incorporação das 

expectativas na definição de salários e preços. No entanto, verifica-se uma fraca ligação 

entre esta e o desemprego, o que exige um estudo mais aprofundado sobre a sua 

robustez.  
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1. Introduction 

 Solow once remarked that “any time seems to be the right time for reflections on 

the Phillips curve.”
1
 This statement, along with fact that the unemployment inflation 

debate has being going on for over 50 years with no consensus reached, is a fitting 

testament to the importance of the Phillips Curve as a foundation of Macroeconomics.  

 Recently, a new generation of Phillips Curve from Akerlof, Dickens and Perry 

(2000) (ADP) propose a return to its origins when a trade-off could be vastly explored 

from economic policy. Drawing their foundations from psychologists’ studies reporting 

the proneness of individual decision making to Money Illusion, they renewed the 

criticism over the issue of low-inflation targets as an unnecessarily constraint on 

Monetary Policy. Taking advantage of the positive effects of moderate inflation, they 

argue, would improve overall welfare.   

 In this work we proceed to empirically test the ADP model for two euro area 

countries, Portugal and Germany. The main purpose is to derive estimates and verify if 

the concerns of ADP do apply to the current preference of the European Central Bank 

for a low inflation target below the annual rate of 2%. 

  This study is divided as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we review the extensive 

literature on the Phillips Curve since its “humble” specifications, with an emphasis 

placed on the role of expectations. 

 In section 4, we present the theoretical underpinnings of the Akerlof - Dickens - 

Perry Model and its main innovations, while section 5 assesses its empirical 

performance. 

Finally, section 6 concludes with the main findings, as well as future research paths.  

                                                 
1
 Solow (1976), quoted in Rudd &Whelan (2006). 
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2. The Phillips Curve Debate  

2.1. The Phillips Curve is born  

 Although the study of the correlation between the movement of inflation and 

unemployment was pioneered by Fisher (1926), it was the seminal work of A. W. 

Phillips that brought the issue to discussion. Plotting the data of the United Kingdom for 

the 1862-1957 period, Phillips (1958) found that the rate of change of money wages was 

negatively influenced by the level and, to some extent, the rate of change of 

unemployment. This was possibly due to a “demand-pull effect” arising from the 

interactions between labour markets in an analogous way as  demand and supply of 

goods and services: in times of fast business activity growth, firms sought to increase 

demand for labour, thus reducing unemployment and putting forward pressure for 

higher wage increases.  Phillips also admitted the presence of non-linearities, as money 

wages displayed faster growth in booms, but fell slowly in recessions due to workers’ 

resistance “to offer their services at less than the prevailing rates” [Phillips (1958) , pg. 

283].  These insights were further validated by Lipsey (1960), who developed a more 

robust theoretical model for a single labour market in which the length of the 

disequilibrium influences the speed of adjustment in wages. He also found evidence of a 

“cost-push effect” driven by the cost of living adjustments (COLAs). 

 Despite finding some shifts in the trade-off, Samuelson and Solow (1960) 

reached a similar conclusion for past historical data for the U.S. and suggested it should 

be used as a guideline for conducting fiscal and monetary policy, either by aiming for an 

unemployment rate target of 3% at the cost of price stability, or a price stability target of 

zero inflation and high unemployment around 5,5%. Other approaches to the Phillips 
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Curve can be traced to Perry’s (1964) inclusion of other variables such as the profit rate 

and the cost of living adjustments measures from previous periods, and Pierson’s (1968) 

analysis on the impact of the union’s bargaining power in the wage setting mechanism. 

Both infer in favour of the existence of a trade-off, although its size is reduced in the 

latter case. 

2.2. The Natural Rate Revolution 

 A common disadvantage of early versions of the Phillips Curve was the 

instability of the size of the trade-off
2
, which exposed the fragility on theoretical 

grounds and laid the ground for criticism. Most remarkable were the contributions of 

Phelps (1967, 1968) and Friedman (1968), which unified the diverse explanations with 

the introduction of two concepts: the natural rate of unemployment and the role of price 

expectations.  

 The first corresponds to the long-run equilibrium rate of unemployment, which 

happens when labour markets clear and of money wages grow at a steady rate.  

 Concerning Price Expectations, they work in the sense that, when negotiating 

wage changes, workers formulate their own expectations about the future path of prices 

to defend real purchasing power rather than its nominal value. Even if expectations are 

incorrect, they are gradually adjusted to offset the deviation error, ruling out money 

illusion. 

 Embedding these two features generated the Accelerationist Phillips Curve, 

whose equation is:  

(1)           
           

 

                                                 
2
 See Schultze (1971). 
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Where   
  stands for inflation expected in the current period and      for the natural rate 

of unemployment.  

 In the Short-Run, unemployment differs from its natural rate and the Phillips 

curve is negatively sloped. However, as soon as the economy approaches the natural 

rate, workers sense the pressure of labour demand and price increases and revise their 

expectations upwards, demanding higher wages. The result would be a higher wage 

increase and lower unemployment reduction, worsening the trade-off.  

 In the Long-Run, the Phillips Curve is vertical when unemployment equals the 

natural rate. Any attempts to further decrease unemployment have no other effect than 

to generate accelerating inflation, so the trade-off ceases to exist. 

 This approach stirred fierce opposition in the academic world , with Modigliani 

(1977) being a sound critic of the theoretical treatment of labour market dynamics
3
. 

Empirically, since the natural rate hypothesis implied that the coefficient on inflation 

expectations equalled unity, it was common to proxy expectations with lagged values of 

inflation and testing whether the sum of its coefficients was significantly less than one, 

so that a permanent trade-off existed.  

 While these tests initially concluded favourably against the natural rate 

hypothesis, its credibility was challenged by Sargent’s (1971) critique, who claimed it 

was econometrically flawed because identification of its parameters could not be 

achieved due to the misspecification of the inflationary process as a unit root. 

Furthermore, evidence from Lucas & Raping (1969) and McCallum (1976) supported 

the validity of the Natural Rate Hypothesis, paving the way to a revolution that would 

irrevocably change the fate of the Phillips Curve Theory.  

                                                 
3
 Modigliani voiced its concern mainly about the speed of adjustment, of which “(…) empirical evidence 

suggests that the process of acceleration or deceleration of wages (…) will have more nearly the 

character of a crawl than of a gallop.” [Modigliani (1977), pg. 8] 
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2.3. Rational Expectations, Policy Ineffectiveness Proposition (PIP) and the demise of 

the Phillips Curve 

 The stability experienced throughout the 1950s and 60s ended abruptly with the 

dawn of the 70s. A surge in oil prices brought a combination of high, spiralling levels of 

inflation and rising unemployment hard to explain on the grounds of the Phillips Curve.  

 In a series of influential articles, Lucas (1969, 1972) sought to explain this 

dilemma by complementing the Phelps-Friedman postulates with the concept of 

Rational Expectations
4
. Under this design, agents formulate their decisions based on 

expectations drawn from all relevant information available. As a consequence, the 

effects of economic policy depend on whether they are anticipated or if they come as a 

surprise. While the first scenario doesn’t bring real effects on output and employment, 

the second generate short-lived fluctuations, which are quickly incorporated.  

 As regards the Phillips Curve, rational agents are completely free of Money 

Illusion – both in the short-run and long-run.  

 Within this framework, Lucas (1973) indirectly tested the Phillips Curve by 

using the Output- Inflation trade-off, showing a small, negligible effect on output with 

considerable increase in inflation. Thus, expansionary demand-driven policies were 

only met with negative effects of inflation, such as reduced real money balances and 

economic welfare.  

 What about the Phillips Curve relationship, as devised in the mainstream 

structural econometric models used for policy evaluation? In his groundbreaking 

critique, Lucas (1976) cast doubt over the validity of its parameters, since they didn’t 

                                                 
4
 For a formal presentation of the idea, see Muth (1961).  
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account for the role of the rational expectations in its formulation. As a result, the 

effects measured weren’t stable and were most likely subject to “parameter drift” over 

time, breaking down the predicted relationship. A formalization from Sargent and 

Wallace (1976) confirmed many of Lucas’ conclusions and presented the Policy 

Ineffectiveness Proposition (PIP): 

“In this system, there is no sense in which the authority has the option to conduct 

countercyclical policy. To exploit the Phillips Curve, it must somehow trick the public. 

But by virtue of the assumption that expectations are rational, there is no feedback rule 

that the authority can employ and expect to be able systematically to fool the public. 

This means that the authority cannot expect to exploit the Phillips Curve even for one 

period.” 

      [Sargent and Wallace (1976), pps.176-177] 

 

 Barro (1976) also noted that, even when monetary authorities have superior 

information on the economy but agents do not, movements produce real effects unless 

information is provided.  

 The rational expectations revolution marked a shift in the Macroeconomics 

discipline. The Phillips Curve, described as an “econometric failure on a grand scale
5
”, 

was reduced to the “wreckage” of the bulk of the obsolete Keynesian models. Demand 

policy management was cast aside in favour of  Supply-Side models of Real Business 

Cycles (RBC). Built in the spirit of the “Lucas Research Programme”, their foundations 

rested in the rational, optimizing behavioural nature of agents in order to study the 

causes of the fluctuations in business cycles.  

                                                 
5
 Lucas & Sargent (1979).  
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2.4.The New Keynesian School and the resurgence of the Phillips Curve 

 No sooner had Rational Expectations taken over the macroeconomics 

disciplinethat some authors started casting doubt about the PIP.  

 The main argument came first from Fischer (1977), Phelps and Taylor (1977), 

and Chadha (1989) who pointed out that agents usually resort to multi-period contracts 

for setting the nominal value of wages and prices. This fact induces “stickiness” in these 

variables that leads to a sluggish adjustment in response to frictions from demand and 

supply, producing real effects in output and employment and allowing for a role of 

stabilizing monetary policy, as Ball, Romer & Mankiw (1988) and Mishkin (1982) 

testify. This marked a renewed interest in the resurgence of a Keynesian counter-

revolution known as New Keynesian Economics, divided in two schools of research. 

 One version of the New Keynesian Economics rests on RBC Theory in the 

Lucas-Sargent-Prescott tradition. This line of research merged the rational expectations 

of the New Classical School with Keynesian micro foundations of imperfect 

competition and nominal rigidities in price and wage setting responsible for incomplete 

nominal adjustment.  

 The main contributions came from staggered contract models from Taylor 

(1980), Calvo’s (1983) random price adjustment, and the quadratic price adjustment 

cost from Rotemberg (1982)
6
. For the purpose of modeling inflation dynamics, Roberts 

(1995) shows that these models share a common concept of price stickiness that allowed 

to derive what we call the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKCP), whose baseline 

equation is:  

(2)                      

                                                 
6
 A third family of price stickiness models, known as “Menu Cost”, is drawn from Akerlof and Yelen (1985), 

Mankiw (1985) and Blanchard and Kiyotaki (1987).  
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Where π stands for inflation, Et is the current period’s expected value operator for the 

formation on inflation expectations and      the deviation for marginal cost.  

 This formulation resembles the Phelps-Friedman Accelerationist approach, 

allowing for a short-run trade-off expressed in terms of output-inflation. Despite its 

appealing formulation, there has been an ongoing debate concerning the adequacy of its 

forward looking formulation and how to measure deviations in marginal cost, since it 

isn’t directly observable.  

 For instance, Fuhrer (1995) argued that forward-looking behavior not only is 

irrelevant, but also gives a poor empirical performance of the model. In addition, 

Roberts (2005) also show that backward-looking expectations are relevant. In order to 

shed light over this issue, a new structural formulation of the NKPC split the formation 

of expectations’ process between forward and backward looking components. This 

formulation, known as the Hybrid New Keynesian Phillips Curve (HNKPC), was 

followed by Fuhrer and Moore (1997) by setting equal weights. Galí and Gertler (1999) 

and Galí, Gertler and López Salido (2001) allowed the weights to be determined within 

the model, and found evidence that Europe and US were predominantly forward 

looking. 

 But the main disagreement is about the real marginal cost term. One natural 

candidate is the output-gap, detrended to exclude cyclical fluctuations, a procedure 

followed by Roberts (1995).  

 However, Galí and Gertler (op.cit) and Galí, Gertler and López-Salido (op.cit) 

claim it to be an unsuitable choice, due to the fact that natural output is a latent variable, 

resulting in considerable measurement errors. Instead, they propose the use of real unit 

labor costs as a proxy to define the Labor income Share impact to the inflation process, 
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an approach also followed by Sbordone (2002). Nonetheless, Neiss and Nelson (2005) 

and Roberts (2005) show that some output-gap based measures yield plausible estimates 

for the NKPC.   

 In some empirical works the rational expectation hypothesis has been relaxed 

and direct survey data on inflation have been used, with the intention of allowing a 

degree of non-rationalities. Following this approach, Roberts (1995) and Adam and 

Padulla (2003) obtained better results for the U.S. NKPC with output gap, while 

Paloviita (2006) shows that Euro Area inflation dynamics perform better with an 

HNKPC, displaying a predominant backward looking behavior that has been giving 

way to forward looking behaviour in recent years of low inflation. Also the choice 

between output gap and labor income share seems to be irrelevant, with both displaying 

a good empirical fit. 

 A remark from Romer (1993) brought the possibility that the degree of openness 

of an economy, measured by the average GDP import shares, might influence the slope 

of the Phillips Curve in a negative fashion. Although Temple (2002) argues the 

connection isn’t clear cut, some extensions have been made to the NKPC to reflect the 

impact of external trade. Examples of these can be found in Galí and Monancelli (2005) 

and Mihailov et al. (2011) by adding a term reflecting the terms of trade improvement, 

which play an important role in determining inflation dynamics. 

  In a different approach, Leith and Malley (2007) and Rumler (2007) propose a 

different model where the open economy is present in the form of a consumption choice 

between domestic and foreign goods, and imported intermediate goods and labor are 

substitute factors of production. However, while the model fit turns out better than in 

the closed economy case, the slope doesn’t seem to be affected.     
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 Whereas criticism aimed at the fragilities of the Phillips Curve was openly 

acknowledged, some economists called for a re-specification of the mainstream 

equation, rather than casting it aside. This group of New-Keynesian Economists, whose 

main contributions have been drawn from the works of Modigliani and Papademos 

(1976) and Gordon (1977, 1982), present an Accelerationist Phillips Curve in the 

following form: 

(3)                                  

Where     ,      and      are polynomial operators for   lags and    is a serially- 

uncorrelated error term.  

 This equation constitutes the “Triangle Model of Inflation”, due to the three 

determinants that influence inflation dynamics: inflation Inertia, represented by the 

inclusion of lagged values of inflation, starting at       (which come also as a substitute 

of expectations); Excess Demand   , usually measured by the unemployment gap, 

      
  7 ; finally,    represents a vector of supply-shocks variables such as import 

prices and the price of food and energy, whose occurrence is transitory by nature and 

normalized to zero (    ). 

 While the two first components are meant to capture the rate of change and slow 

adjustment effects, the last term is the key innovation of the Triangle Model, for it 

explicitly recognizes a “cost-push” effect which had been previously omitted in Phillips 

Curve specifications. 

  With the separation from the main driving force of inflation in the 70s and 80s 

decades, the core Phillips inflation-unemployment relationship was restored under the 

stability of its parameters and provided a short-run trade-off in the tradition of 

                                                 
7
 Alternative candidates for this term are the Output Gap and the Rate of Capacity Utilization.  
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Friedman-Phelps natural rate hypothesis. And the development of new econometric 

methods and statistical software packages perfectly suited the focus placed on obtaining 

estimates for a Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU)
8
 consistent 

both with steady inflation and the absence of supply shocks - the “no-supply shock 

NAIRU”.  

2.5. Strengths and Weaknesses: which model suits best?  

 Instead of an epitaph, the Lucas-Sargent post-mortem statement backfired into a 

New Keynesian Economics framework, with a two-way bifurcation in Phillips Curve 

conceptions.  

 Being different in theoretical foundations, each gave their contribution in an 

intellectual environment characterized by growing interest in the use of monetary policy 

as an effective stabilizing tool and the advent of inflation targeting strategies around low 

levels of inflation. 

 The NKPC approach placed the focus upon the formation of expectations, how 

they react to changes in policy and their effects in the inflationary process. Their 

findings gave support to the importance of the Governance Structure of Central Banks 

for sound credibility and independence in the conduct of monetary policy, a feature 

which proved empirically relevant in explaining the end of hyperinflation episodes and 

providing low volatility in fluctuations. For this reason they have been labbeled as the 

“workhorse in discussions of fluctuations, policy, and welfare
9
”.  Nonetheless, there’s 

still a great degree of skepticism regarding the limitations for the use of these models. A 

wide range of tests conducted by Rudd and Whelan (2007) provide a strong criticism 

                                                 
8
 While it is usual to assume that NAIRU and natural rate are equivalent concepts, it has not always been the rule. For 

instance, Tobin (1997) separates the two concepts by defining the former as a market-clearing equilibrium and the 

latter achieved in a disequilibrium framework. Here I decide to interpret the Natural rate purely as a central 

theoretical concept, while the NAIRU and its counterparts as derived within a model.    
9
 Blanchard and Galí (2007). 
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against the robustness of the results of the NKPC and HNKPC. The main problem arises 

from the choice of proxies for marginal cost, where labor share measures display 

countercyclical behavior with inflation, rendering it an inadequate alternative choice.  

 When compared to the Triangle version of the Phillips Curve, the NKPC has 

two important drawbacks: First, the model doesn’t recognize an explicit role for supply 

shocks, which are simply relegated to the error term
10

. Moreover, the trade-off is 

expressed in output-inflation terms, which doesn’t allow obtaining NAIRU estimates
11

, 

thus limiting its scope as a policy guidance tool.  

 The approach delivered a stable, well defined Phillips Curve which fitted well in 

postwar inflation dynamics. These properties guaranteed the Triangle Model a place in 

the mainstream approach in assessing the conduct of monetary policy through its goals 

for price stability, as can be seen by the vast literature reporting point estimates of the 

NAIRU
12

 .  

 Nonetheless, this approach had an important drawback: since the natural rate is a 

theoretical construct, it has an unobservable nature of a latent variable where the 

NAIRU plays the role of a mere numerical estimate. But, as Staiger, Stock and Watson 

(1997a, 1997b) show, assuming a constant NAIRU value of 6,0% in the computation of 

these estimates revealed a high degree of imprecision in its measurement, due to the 

presence of high standard errors and wide confidence intervals.  This result 

suggested that the NAIRU could be moving over time, due to changes in the behavior of 

labor markets. This observation dates back to Perry’s (1970) interpretation that 

modifications in the demographic structure of the labor force could influence the 

                                                 
10 Hooker (1996) and Blanchard and Galí (2007) counter this argument by arguing that the input share of oil and 

other energy prices has decreased since the first shocks in the 1970s, due to a myriad of factors. 
11 Galí (2009) provides a new specification for a New Keynesian Wage Phillips Curve, where wage inflation is 

expressed in terms of unemployment, just like the original Phillips equation. Unfortunately the author does not report 

NAIRU estimates. 
12 For instance, see Gordon (1988), Wiener (1993), Fuhrer (1995) and Tootell (1994) for the US and Marques (1990), 

Luz e Pinheiro (1993) Gaspar e Luz (1997) e Marques e Botas (1997) for Portugal. 
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NAIRU, a conclusion also corroborated by Shimer (1999) and Katz and Krueger 

(1999).  

 Other explanations have been put forward, such as beneficial supply shocks 

originating from technological progress - Gordon (1998) - and increased labor 

productivity growth - Ball and Moffitt (2001), Ball and Mankiw (2002). Cohen, 

Dickens and Posen (2001) also emphasize the role of new methods in human resources 

management and the surge of job-matching services over the Internet in increasing 

matching efficiency in labor markets, while Blanchard and Summers (1986), Blanchard 

and Wolfers (2000) explore the impact of unemployment hysteresis (i.e. the persistence 

of a? high unemployment rate(s?) through long periods of history) on the evolution of 

the NAIRU.  

 While the debate is still ongoing
13

, the time-varying NAIRU issue has been 

acknowledged by apologists of the left-fork approach, who allowed parameter variation 

and structural breaks in order to identify its trends. Examples of these treat movements 

in the NAIRU as deterministic throughout time [Staiger, Stock and Watson (op.cit.) and 

Cross, Darby and Ireland (1997)], or displaying stochastic uncertainty [Gordon (1997, 

1998), King, Stock & Watson (1995) and Laubach (2001)], along with the 

decomposition of unemployment in short and long-term [Llaudes (2005)].  

 Another common approach combines this latter specification with other 

equations in order to achieve better identification of NAIRU estimates. Such examples 

can be found either by joint estimation with an Okun Law’s equation, as followed in 

Apel & Janson (1999), Fabiani & Mestre (2001) and Basistha & Startz (2004), or 

matching a Triangle Phillips Curve with the jobs vacation-unemployment stated by the 

                                                 
13

 Blanchard and Katz (1997) and Katz (1998) sought to unify these different approaches under an approach known 

as Supply, Demand and Institutions (SDI) model. See Banco de Portugal (2009) for an empirical example for 

Portugal. 
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Beveridge Curve, as presented in Dickens (2008). This system-based approach resulted 

in better precision in its estimates.  

 Overall, these studies confirmed the changing nature of the NAIRU and were 

able to track its evolution in the post-war period: in the United States it was low in the 

60s, rose in the 70s and 80s and declined in the 90s
14

. Low values also characterized the 

NAIRU in Europe during the 60s, but rising unemployment during the 80s and 90s 

resulted in higher values since then
15

. Still, the uncertainty of these estimates remains an 

issue to be tackled with and gives reasoning for reducing its weight in the formulation 

of optimal monetary policy rules
16

 or dismissing the utility of NAIRU based models
17

.  

3. Departure from the Natural Rate Hypothesis  

 As we’ve seen, three important concepts have been firmly “grounded” in the 

Phillips Curve literature: the role of expectations formation – rational and adaptive –, 

the existence of a natural rate of unemployment and the absence of money illusion. 

These features allowed a linear trade-off between inflation and unemployment that 

would endure in the short-run, dissipating as unemployment approached the NAIRU. 

And they eventually made their way in the design of Monetary Policy Rules by the 

majority of Central Banks around the globe, who recently shifted to an Inflation 

Targeting Strategy, whose formal commitment to pursuit a publicly announced target of 

inflation at low levels was a fundamental condition for a stable macroeconomic 

environment. While the experience is often lauded as successful, some concerns have 

been raised over this approach to monetary policy.  

                                                 
14 This decade was also characterized by a strange phenomenon of low inflation and low unemployment in the U.S. 

the United Kingdom. An explanation is advanced in Gordon (1998). 
15 Ireland and Portugal are detached examples of this group, showing declining and stable values of the NAIRU, 

respectively. See Browne & McGettigan (1993) and Dias, Esteves & Félix (2004) for possible explanations of this 

fact. 
16 Meyer, Swanson & Wieland (2001). In a different perspective, Stiglitz (1997) and Estrella & Mishkin (1999) argue 

that one should look at the NAIRU not as an achievable target, but as a short-run construct of the natural rate that 

uses current and past economic indicators for forecasting the future path of inflation. 
17 Particularly skeptic views are presented in Eisner (1996) and Galbraith (1997). 
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 One is labelled the lower zero bound of nominal interest rates. Because inflation 

has decreased, there was enough margin left for a nominal interest rate reduction in 

order to achieve a lower real interest rate. In low inflation environments, though, there 

is a greater risk that an adverse shock might cause deflation, which is a highly 

undesirable outcome
18

. Also, despite much research pointing towards a negative 

relationship between inflation and economic growth
19

, Bruno and Easterly (1996) and 

Bullard & Keating (1995) claim this linkage is weak in low inflation environments.  

 The other concern focuses on the welfare implications of higher unemployment 

arising from pursuing a low inflation objective. Comparative studies by Feldstein 

(1997), Dolado et al. (1997) and Tödter & Ziebarth (1997) argue that the long-term 

gains in output and reduction of distortionary effects arising from taxation are well 

worth the short-term costs of a disinflationary process.  

 Yet, as Ditella et al (2001), Wolfers (2003) and Blanchflower (2007) report, 

unemployment causes more unhappiness than inflation, showing that public opinion 

emphasizes the hidden costs of unemployment (psychological, loss of personal revenue, 

etc.) which are eager to create strains in social cohesion.  

 Matching these statements with the findings of King & Watson (1994), Fair 

(2000) and Karanassou et al (2003), all reporting the existence of a long-run relationship 

between inflation and unemployment in the United States and Europe, one has to 

wonder whether Tobin’s (1972) observation of some features in wage behaviour which 

allow for a reduction of unemployment beyond the (un)natural rate, without incurring 

the “inflationary bias”.  

                                                 
18

 Detailed studies about the effectiveness of monetary policy in low inflation can be found in Fuhrer & 

Madigan (1997), Cohenen et al. (2003) and Reifschneider & Williams (2003); 
19

 See Mishkin (2007). 
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3.1. The Akerlof, Dickens & Perry Model I - Fairness and Downward nominal wage 

rigidity  

 Tobin’s challenge was promptly answered by Akerlof, Dickens & Perry (1996). 

Analysing the distribution of wage changes, they observed that nominal wage cuts are 

rare and mostly remain unchanged. This pattern reveals the concept of Fairness in wage 

setting: workers are resistant to nominal wage cuts and firms, afraid of the consequences 

of losing the best employees and reduced work effort, avoid resorting to this option 

unless their survival is at stake. This induced downward nominal wage rigidity – i.e. 

wages are flexible upward but downwardly rigid - constrains firm’s reaction to adverse 

shocks and results in higher unemployment, an effect magnified when inflation is lower 

than 3%. The underlying Phillips Curve displays a non-linear shape, allowing a long run 

trade-off and an equilibrium rate of unemployment consistent with steady inflation – the 

Lowest Sustainable Rate of Unemployment (LSUR) – lower than the NAIRU.  

 This work revived the discussion over the upward revision of inflation targets 

from a low, near-zero inflation, to a price stability target consistent with the LSUR, in 

order to take advantage of “grease” effects of inflation on the labour market.  

 For the United States, Card & Hyslop (1997), Groshen & Schweitzer (1999), 

McLaughlin (1994), Kahn (1995), agree on the existence of some downward stickiness 

in nominal wages but the positive “grease” effect of higher inflation is reduced to 

modest gains
20

  due to the negative “sand” effects. On the other hand, Sargent & Stark 

(2003) and Knoppik & Beissinger (2003) find it to be strong in Canada and Germany, 

respectively.  

                                                 
20

  Akerlof, Dickens and Perry are well aware of these results, but they warn the presence of measurement 

errors that correction procedures are unable to eliminate. Card and Hyslop do not even attempt to correct 

it, thus retiring power as persuasive evidence. Using another data source, Lebow et al (1999) find strong 

evidence of downward wage rigidity, though it doesn’t bear significant changes on the Phillips Curve. 
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 Overall, the reliability of data sets used in these studies seems to influence 

results. However, according to Holden (2002), a central aspect explaining country 

differences in the relevance of this phenomenon rests upon the institutional framework 

of wage bargaining.  

3.2. Formation of Expectations Vs Incorporation of Expectations – Money Illusion 

and Heuristic Bias 

 Since the groundbreaking Friedman-Phelps-Lucas contributions, formation of 

inflation expectations has played a central role in Phillips Curve Theory. Either through 

adaptive or rational expectations, agents made the best use of available information so it 

was assumed that agents fully understood the implications of inflation. In doing this, 

they neglected a fundamental issue: how do agents incorporate their knowledge into 

decision making? Does human decision-making mirror the wisdom of the Economics 

Profession?  

 On this issue, evidence drawn from psychological studies shows a blurry picture. 

A survey conducted by Shiller (1996) on the perceptions of the inflation process shows 

that inflation is acknowledged by the mainstream public as harmful increase of prices 

that lowers real income, an attitude that is especially salient in generations who 

experienced episodes of high inflation. Apart from this aspect, confusion and 

misconceptions about its causes and impact on the overall performance of an economy 

seems to be the norm: few people associate it as a central feature of interactions 

between wages and prices or between demand and supply, as well as other issues such 

as macroeconomic volatility, redistribution of income, etc.. A concept of Fairness is 

also present both in a negative fashion - associated when inflation is regarded as a result 

of “corporate greed” in the pursuit of easy profits - and, ot some extent, in a positive 

perspective – higher prices are tolerable as long as income keeps up with the pace.  
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 The last statement exhibits the frame-dependence of opinions upon the context 

in which the inflation problem is formulated. But it also highlights the presence of 

another cognitive bias: Money Illusion, i.e. a tendency to put more weight in the 

nominal value of contracts rather than its real term, when evaluating economic 

decisions. An extensive survey conducted in Shafir, Diamond and Tversky (1997) show 

how agents are often misled by nominal anchoring when formulating decisions covering 

simple transactions or even more complex ones, such as Wage Indexation, Portfolio 

Investment and Accounting standards. Again, the ambivalence of decisions which 

characterizes frame dependence has an influence in amplifying Money Illusion, whose 

main outcome reveals underestimation of inflation.   

 These phenomena described above strongly suggest that non-economist agents 

adopt a mental accounting that closely follows simple “rule of thumb” models, which 

are more likely to be subject to cognitive errors. Consequently, incomplete 

incorporation of inflation expectations and inconsistency of preferences and non-

maximizing behavior arise, violating the basic tenet of Rational Expectations theory. 

 In fact, learning processes fit more closely the conclusions reported by cognitive 

psychologists on heuristic errors and configure another concept suggested by Akerlof & 

Yellen (1985): Near Rational Expectations. This postulates that deviations from 

rationality entail only small costs for agents so they do not have an incentive to adjust at 

the microeconomic level; at the macroeconomic level, however, this suboptimal 

behavior is a cause for fluctuations.  

3.3. The Akerlof, Dickens & Perry model II – Near Rationality and the (Behavioural) 

Phillips Curve  

 Under this setting, Akerlof, Dickens & Perry (2000) draw a multi-agent 

approach in which a proportion of near rational agents disregard inflation from wage 
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and price setting in low inflation environments. This “information edit” allows for less 

than complete incorporation of inflation in expectations and keeps up with the fact that 

its coefficient is prone to change through time and is positively correlated with 

inflation
21

.  They derive a nonlinear Phillips with an unusual shape: it is vertical at the 

NAIRU at very high levels of inflation, but backward bending at low and moderate rates 

of inflation. This allows a Long Run trade-off between inflation and unemployment 

within the 1,6%-3,4% inflation range. Once more, estimates of the LSUR are lower than 

predicted by NAIRU models by a difference of 1,5% to 3,1%, implying that there is 

more room for obtaining gains in employment without pushing inflation to harmful 

levels. Similar results are obtained for Canada in Fortin (2001), for Sweden in Lundborg 

& Sacklén (2006) and Maugeri (2010) for Italy. Given the current inflation targets set 

by the respective Central Banks, these results point out that currently monetary policy is 

undesirably contractive. 

 In short, research in Phillips Curve theory has taken a long path. Five decades 

have passed since the original Phillips Curve turned into a cornerstone of 

macroeconomic theory and, given the fact that its two main contributions – the role of 

expectations in price and the natural rate of unemployment – decisively marked most of 

its path as a linear short-run relationship, new directions return it to the nonlinear 

relationship and Long Run Trade off presented in Phillips original work. One can resort 

to the 15
th

 century navigator’s goal of reaching India either by navigating West or East 

as an allegory to explain the lack of consensus in the foundations of Phillips Curve 

Theory. By choosing an intermediate path between the two, but with a different 

perspective, this generation of ADP Phillips Curve proposes to “circumnavigate” the 

World of the Phillips Curve with a groundbreaking contribution – one where the limits 

                                                 
21

 Brainard & Perry (2001) 
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of cognitive ability in human behavior affect the incorporation of the economics and 

model imperfect information gathering in order to provide better foundations for 

economic theory
22

. 

4. The Akerlof-Dickens-Perry Model 

4.1. Theoretical Foundations 

 We now present the model Akerlof, Dickens & Perry (2000) used to derive the 

Near - Rational Phillips Curve. Starting with the macroeconomic behavior, income 

follows the quantity theory equation:  

(4)               

In which    represents average price level in the economy,   is nominal income and     

stands for Money Supply. Aggregate Demand in the economy is then determined by the 

real money stock in the economy and it can be extrapolated into a microeconomic 

setting in which firms operate in a Monopolistic Competition Framework. In this 

context, demand for a single firm’s output depends on the price   they charge relative to 

the average price level: 

(5)          
 

 
 
 

  
  

  

  
 
  

 

Monopolistic competition endows a firm with some power market power in price 

setting, which materializes in a mark-up charge over their production costs
23

.  But in the 

pursuit of profit maximization, they will bear in mind the impact of wages on workers’ 

productivity - which calls the theory of efficient wages into our model. According to it, 

                                                 
22

 The notion that information costs can have important effects in the macroeconomics of inflation and 
unemployment is motivating further developments see for instance, the example of Sticky Information 
provided in Mankiw-Reis (2002). 
23

 Besides Labor, ADP doesn’t mention other costs involving other factors of production. For the purpose       
of simplicity, we will only consider wages as relevant to our model; 
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a firm must pay an efficient wage that takes into consideration the workers’ perception 

of “Fairness”, that is, a reference wage he or she expects to receive as acknowledgement 

of his efforts and outside job opportunities. The productivity expression will then be 

defined as:  

(6)             
 

  
 
 
    

Where   and     are the wage paid and the reservation wage,   is aggregate 

unemployment and    ,    ,     and      1. The ratio  
 

  
  is the crucial 

component for unit labor cost minimization. Firms cannot directly observe   , but will 

try do so by adjusting wages at the rate of the inflation expected for the next period, 

given the nominal wage currently paid, leading to the following wage setting rule: 

  

(7)                     

Where     is the average nominal wage,    the inflation expected for the next period 

and   assumes a value between 0 and 1. In this process, however, some firms and 

workers may be induced by “money illusion” and do not fully incorporate expectations 

in the wage setting process. In this case,     and we say these agents have “near-

rational” expectations, in contrast to rational agents that fully incorporate expectations 

(   ).  

The problem the firm faces will be: 

    

  
 
  

 
                             

 According to the efficient wage theory, the first order condition is achieved 

when marginal productivity relative to wage equals unity. That is, it must satisfy: 
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 Solving the problem in order to the nominal wage  , we obtain the following 

expression: 

(8)        
 
   

    

      
 

 

 
  

 
   

Where j identifies the agent as near rational        or fully rational     . 

 The profit-maximizing choice for the firm will be a constant mark-up (  

     ) over unit labor costs: 

(9)            
  

 

 
   

Through expressions (6) and (7), we are able to discern the main innovation of the 

model: near rational workers end up earning a lower wage which in turn will be 

reflected in lower prices charged by firms. Once true inflation kicks in, both will suffer 

losses in real income from wages and profits. Focusing the consequences on the latter, 

the loss function of relative loss profit faced by a near-rational firm could be written as: 

(10)      
      

  
                

 

      
  

With    and     representing the profits earned by the rational and near-rational firm 

and                the ratio of “cost push” differential. When inflation is zero, 

   1 and no losses are incurred; for low values the losses are so small that there is no 

incentive for a near rational firm to change its behavior towards full rationality. 

However, as inflation rises, losses will also increase and this incentive will eventually 

fade, up to a threshold of magnitude  . Assuming they are normally distributed, i.e. a 

         , the proportion of near-rational price setters will be given by: 
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(11)          
               

 

      
    

  
        

This encloses the theoretical model. We will now show how ADP proceeded to derive 

the Near Rational Phillips Curve. 

4.2. The Near Rational Phillips Curve  

 How does Near Rational behavior impact upon the Phillips Curve? At the 

macroeconomic level, the aggregate wage level will then be determined as a weighted 

average of prevailing wage levels: 

(12)                               

Substituting (7) and (8) in (12), we get:  

(13)         
    

      
 

 

 
                      

    

      
 

 

 
             

  

To express this equation term in differences, we divide both sides by       and 

rearrange in order to obtain (14):   

(14)          
    

      
 

 

 
                        

Where    stands for wage inflation. Finally, taking logs on both sides and following the 

approximations made by ADP generates the short - run wage Phillips Curve, 

(15)                     

Where   is a constant and                . 

 The implications of near rational behavior on equation (15) are straightforward: 

  will be less than one and incomplete incorporation of inflation expectations occurs as 
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long as inflation is low, enabling a long-run trade-off between inflation and 

unemployment. However, as inflation rises, more agents will perceive the effects of 

higher inflation and switch their behavior towards full rationality, increasing      and 

progressively reducing the trade-off. At a sufficiently high inflation rate,        and 

the coefficient on expectations equals unity. Since inflation is now fully incorporated,, 

we may set      and the Phillips Curve becomes vertical again at the natural 

unemployment rate       . This would rewriting equation (15) as: 

(16)         
 

 
    

The underlying Phillips Curve takes the backward-bending form as reproduced in 

Figure 1. It is vertical when unemployment is at the natural rate    , which happens 

when inflation is zero or above six percent. Between this range, though, it is possible to 

bring unemployment below the natural rate with only modest increases in inflation, 

eventually achieving the optimal rate – the Lowest Sustainable Unemployment Rate 

(LSRU) – between 2%-4%.  

Figure 1: An hypothetical Phillips Curve 1 

 

                    Source: reproduced directly from Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000), pg.18 
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 This argument has important implications for today’s policymaking debate, 

especially in Europe. With the European Monetary Union in place, along with a 

Monetary Policy whose aim is to stabilize inflation around the 2 percent target, a 

Phillips Curve with the shape of figure 1 would generate unnecessary higher 

unemployment when price stability could still be satisfied at moderate rates of inflation.  

 To this end, we chose to individually pick Germany and Portugal to empirically 

assess the existence of such Phillips Curve. The main rationale behind our choice is 

that, in the presence of a trade off in Germany - whose outcomes weight heavily upon 

the course of the European Central Bank (ECB) - then a small open economy such as 

Portugal can also benefit from it. Below we present some descriptive statistics on key 

variables averages over time:  

Table 1: Summary Statistics - Germany 

 

Period 
Inflation 

CPI 

Inflation  

GDP Deflator 

Unemployment  

(age) 

Unemployment 

(CL) 

1964-1974 3,77 n.a. 1,08† 0,99 

1975-1986 5,90 6,73 5,16 5,20 

1987-1995 3,59 4,19 6,65 6,67 

1996-2000 1,25 -0,66 8,88 8,88 

2001-2011 1,61 0,99 8,46 8,62 

Source: OECD     †Data available only for 1970-1974.  n.a. non-available 

Table 2: Summary Statistics - Portugal 

 

Period 
Inflation 

CPI 

Inflation  

GDP Deflator 
Unemployment (age) Unemployment(CL) 

1964-1974 8,50 6,29 n.a. 2,56 

1975-1986 19,54 5,29 7,18 7,62 

1987-1995 8,61 5,56 5,70 5,60 

1996-2000 2,64 2,83 5,72 5,46 

2001-2011 2,52 2,20 8,44 7,84 
Source: OECD     n.a. non-available 
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 At first  glance, the differences in inflation between the two countries are 

obvious. Here, Germany’s renowned commitment to low inflation has resulted in 

maintaining a stable historical rate of inflation, despite events such as the oil prices 

shocks in the mid-1970s and 1980s and the German reunification in 1990.  

 In contrast, Portugal’s macroeconomic instability during the 1970s and 1980s 

forced the country to apply for two IMF-relief assistance (one in 1977 and another in 

1984) programs and to undergo exchange-rate devaluations that  caused spiraling 

inflation. Eventually, despite the strain created by the 1992-1993 European Monetary 

System crisis, the efforts to tame inflation had finally succeeded and the country applied 

for euro membership, enjoying since then a relative stability in price dynamics.    

 Regarding the developments in the labor market, Portugal displayed lower 

unemployment rates than Germany throughout the second andhalf third tier of the 

twentieth century and evaded the hysteresis unemployment occurring in Europe, 

although the first ten years of the 21
th

 century signaled a reversal of this trend.  

 Intertwined, we cannot detach the existence of a sound trade-off for Portugal 

until the first decade of the 21
th

 century, but for Germany it is more apparent throughout 

the periods analyzed.   

4.3. Empirical Specifications  

 In order to derive de Price Phillips Curve, Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000) 

allow for the introduction of unemployment lags in equation (15) to reflect the impact 

of changes in unemployment term, since it will also affect wages and labor productivity 

in the model. They also use the approximation        
  for the profit loss function 

to circumvent the need to estimate parameters  ,  ,   and   . Following these 

procedures, the empirical version of the Short Run Phillips Curve will be given by: 
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(17)                 
                         

Where    is the price level inflation,   stands for the intercept term,      the 

cumulative standard normal density function representing the fraction of rational agents 

in the economy,      represents the effects of past inflation on agents rationality,    

stands for inflation expectations,       and      represent lagged terms of 

unemployment,    is a vector of time dummies accounting for supply shocks events and 

   the error term. Accordingly,  ,   ,  ,   ,    and   are the parameters we wish to 

estimate.  

 At first glance, equation (17) closely resembles the standard Accelerationist 

version of the Phillips Curve. The main difference, however, nests within the coefficient 

on inflation expectations, which is now a non-linear function between a constant   and 

past inflation. Were the expectations to follow the pattern described by the Natural Rate 

model, then only   would matter for expectations and also assume a high value; In the 

ADP framework, though, the coefficient   embodies a central feature of this process. If 

it is positive, then      is increasing in inflation, as a larger share of past inflation will 

be incorporated in the expectations process. 

 In the long run, expected inflation equals actual inflation (          ), 

unemployment is constant (             ) and shocks are absent (      and 

    ).  Expression (17) then becomes the Long Run Phillips Curve: 

(18)              
               

 Which we can solve in order to    : 

(19)     
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 The common procedure adopted in ADP (2000) and followed in similar studies 

consists firstly in estimating equation (17) and then using the estimated parameters to 

numerically compute the Natural Unemployment Rate
24

, the LSUR and the LSURI 

through expression (19). Albeit intuitive, Maugeri (2010) notes that this exercise bears 

the objection that the coefficients estimates might not be invariant in the Short Run and 

Long Run, suggesting a cointegration approach to circumvent it. 

4.4. Data Set and Variable Construction 

 Currently, existing ADP Phillips Curves have only been estimated using 

quarterly data to increase the range of available observations; since we are more 

interested in analyzing the existence of a Long-Run Relationship over a time span, 

short-run fluctuations might introduce some disturbance that might be unnecessary for 

the purpose
25

. For this reason, and to experiment with a different range of data, we have 

decided to set the frequency of data to annual, and all the quarterly-period specifications 

in ADP have been equivalently converted to this context. The sample data traces back to 

the mid 1960s until 2011, but since the starting data length is shorter for some variables, 

we are only able to gather between 28 and 44 observations. 

 When regarding Inflation as a concept, one must be careful of the limitations 

arising from the use of a single indicator. It is hard to accurately measure inflation, and 

it is common practice in the economic literature to employ several indicators when 

estimating a Phillips Curve. Amidst all the measures used in ADP, a natural candidate is 

inflation measured by changes in the CPI
26

. Lundborg & Sácklen (2006) note, however, 

that core CPI may be misleading for small economies, because they are extremely 

                                                 
24

 From expression (19) this value is reached either when     and inflation is zero (    ) or when it 
is high enough so that the cumulative standard normal distribution is equal to unity. 
25

 Here we decide to follow the point made in Wyplosz (2001); 
26

 We also bear in mind that CPI is not comparable between countries, due to differences in the 
calculation - most namely, the composition of the goods basket. 
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vulnerable to fluctuations in the terms of trade.  Because we lack an Import Price Index 

to isolate these effects from CPI like they do, we also use changes in the GDP deflator 

to fulfill the same purpose as measure of domestic inflation. 

  To proxy   , several specifications are advanced by ADP. We decided to 

restrict to the following weighted rule: 

(20)                  
 
     

 Where    is estimated either unconstrained or in restricted form (     ) 

with I set to 4 periods.  For    , we also follow the adaptive expectations’ tradition of 

using lagged values of inflation, either by following (18) with   set to 3 periods or 

defining an arithmetic average
27

 of the lagged past 3 observations. However, as we have 

referred, this approach might not be representative of the process in which expectations 

are formed and direct measures of inflation expectations are required as a better 

account. In this approach, we followed the suggestion of Wyplosz (2001) and 

assembled a “Consensus Forecast”, consisting in the average of one-year ahead Inflation 

forecasts from the OECD’ December issue of the Economic Outlook and the Autumn  

Forecasts from the European Commission.  

 While more straightforward, the concept of unemployment has evolved over 

time and its series have also been subject to frequent methodological changes. We have 

therefore decided to follow the same approach of multiple measurements for 

unemployment. For this, we first picked two measures of Total Unemployment - aged 

15-61 and as a percentage of the Civilian Labor Force – and, at a later stage, 

Unemployment of Male Workers aged 25-64.  

                                                 
27

 Which is, by the way, the equivalent of setting       in (18). 
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 When it comes to estimating equation (17), we sought to exploit a? different 

combinations? of the indicators mentioned above with one of the two methods which 

have been employed so far. ADP, Dickens (2001) and Maugeri (2010) used Non-Linear 

Least Squares, while Lundborg & Sacklén (2006) opted for Maximum Likelihood 

methods. The latter method tends to produce more efficient estimates than the former 

but, due to convergence problems of the Likelihood function, I was unable to derive 

estimates for the equation. Fortunately, Non-Linear Least Squares performed pretty well 

with the majority of our specifications, which we reproduce in the next section. 

5. Results  

 Table 3 and Table 4 in the annex present the results for four estimations of ADP 

Near-Rational Phillips Curves. For each country we have plotted the three best 

regression results, along with a “least successful” case
28

. The main conclusions for each 

regression are summed up below.  

5.1. Germany 

 Overall, the German Phillips Curve performs better when inflation is measured 

by changes in CPI and the estimates follow closely those reported in ADP (2000) and 

Lundborg &Sackén (2006). However, when compared with Dickens (2001) results for 

Germany, the picture changes considerably. For instance, the intercept term   in our 

regressions is always positive, while Dickens (2001) reports the opposite. In the light of 

the Phillips Curve, a negative intercept means a negative natural rate of unemployment 

and renders any possible interpretation invalid, which confers a relative advantage to 

our estimation. However, whenever Dickens reports a statistically strong negative 

relationship for unemployment, we obtain coefficients whose sum is negative but 

                                                 
28

 In our table it is presented as specification (iv). 
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smaller than his. Taken individually, with the exception of the second lag in (iv), we 

cannot find statistically significant estimates, which constitutes a drawback to the 

purpose of inferring the LSUR with which we could complement for our analysis.  

 On the other hand, the inflation expectations term tells a different and an 

interesting story. The constant  , when significant, always displays a small, negative 

value. Recalling the fact that the natural rate hypothesis requires high values for this 

term, this finding is an evidence of incomplete incorporation of inflation in 

expectations. More importantly,   is found to be positive and statistically relevant in 3 

of the 4 regressions presented, confirming the role of inflation in determining the degree 

of (near) rationality in expectations. For a given inflation rate, the magnitude of this 

coefficient is important in determining how quickly agents’ behavior respond to 

movements of inflation.  

 When compared with other empirical works on the subject, the estimates for the 

components of the expectations coefficient stand between those reported in ADP (2000) 

and Lundbórg & Sacklén (2006) and the ones presented in Dickens (2001) and Maugeri 

(2010), which warrants that the expectations term is below unity for a considerable 

range of inflation values. For example, a simulation exercise yields a coefficient for 

Germany which is considerably inferior to 0,5 at zero inflation and only reaching the 

values close to 0,9 when inflation rate is close to 8 percent. Were our estimates identical 

to Dickens (2001), this range would be larger, suggesting that the length of the long run 

trade-off is quite extensive. Such disparity can be attributed to the inclusion of a term 

for nominal wage rigidity in the latter, which is absent in our estimations. Given the fact 

that this phenomenon is found to be especially relevant in Germany, one might 

conclude that both downward nominal wage rigidity and near rational behavior are 
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crucial for the inflation-unemployment relationship in Germany - even though the 

former has more weight in determining its outcome. 

 5.2. Portugal 

 In contrast with Germany, the estimation results for Portugal show that the ADP 

Phillips Curve fits best when GDP Deflator is used as a measure of inflation. Due to the 

small size of the Portuguese Economy, this fact may not come as a surprise as the CPI 

measurement is extremely prone to import inflation from its main trading partners. At 

first glance, the results here portrayed have a close resemblance with other empirical 

ADP Phillips Curves. Of particular interest is specification (ii), which uses the 

“Consensus Forecast” as a direct measure for   , stands out for its good statistical fit, 

being the sole equation where lagged unemployment appears to be statistically 

significant. With this notable exception, the lack of efficiency in the estimates of 

unemployment is once more a drawback to our results, even though the sum of its 

coefficients is negative and similar with other countries.  

 Once more, the coefficient on inflation expectations bears good news for the 

ADP theory. While the statistical performance of   is not exemplary, its estimates again 

imply less than complete incorporation of inflation in expectations. Similarly,   is 

positive and significant in 3 of the 4 reported specifications (albeit mildly in 

specifications (i) and (iii)), thus confirming that the level of past inflation is still 

important in determining the degree of rational behavior.  

 When evaluating     , we find that near rational behavior is especially salient in 

Portugal: save for (iv), the coefficient stands on average below 0,2 at zero inflation and 

full rationality is achieved only when inflation has reached double digit values of 14 

percent. These results are somehow similar with Maugeri (2010) and, despite attesting 
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the existence of a (very) Long Run trade-off, the high inflation it may incurs is reason 

enough to cast some skepticism over the viability of exploring it without incurring 

serious consequences for the economy.  

6. Conclusions and future research  

 In this dissertation, we sought to explore the subject of the unemployment - 

inflation relationship as defined by the Phillips Curve. Since its introduction, it has 

undergone a fierce debate surrounding the validity of its tenets and its functional form 

has been subject to considerable extensions throughout time. We have taken opportunity 

to review the main topics of the debate and to focus on the recent developments 

presented in Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000), who argue that the existence of near 

rational agents who incompletely incorporate inflation in expectations generates a Long 

Run trade-off which could be exploited by policy in order to improve welfare. We then 

decided to empirically replicate their model to Portugal and Germany.    

 Using different combinations of annual data, the main findings suggest that there 

is evidence of near-rational expectations in the Phillips Curve for both countries. Past 

performance of inflation has an impact over the way expectations are incorporated in 

the wage price setting process, and this result in smaller coefficient of expectation when 

inflation is low, enabling a Long-Run trade-off between inflation and unemployment.  

Even though the lack of efficiency in the estimates of unemployment prevents us from 

deriving the steady state unemployment and inflation rates – a fact which can be 

explained for the small data sample used - , the estimates follow closely those already 

reported in the literature. Given the current moment where both countries are enjoying 

an environment of low time inflation a common Monetary Policy, one cannot rule out a 

window of opportunity to call for the pursuit of expansionary policies. 
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 Further paths of research could be advanced, though, which might bring 

improvements to the model. Downward nominal wage rigidity seems to be quite 

relevant in price and wage setting in Europe and introducing this variable into an ADP 

Phillips Curve could add extra information to the Near Rational ADP. Extending the 

range of indicators to include, for instance, productivity measures and specifications for 

  which were excluded in this work would also be a good idea.  

  Regarding the future adherence of the model, only time and further 

experimentation will tell how it behaves. Studies that fit an ADP Phillips Curve with 

quarterly data are found to display more statistically significant estimates than those 

using annual data, so the former data frequency should be preferred.  

 A word of caution is also made regarding the model. As Blinder (2000) argues, 

the ADP model doesn’t take other costs of inflation into consideration. If we blindly 

push the trade-off to very high inflation ranges simply because the coefficient of 

expectations is inferior to unity, the consequences are surely to be catastrophic.  

 A worthy proposal would be following the suggestion made in Lundborg & 

Sacklén (2006) and to check whether the Lowest Sustainable Unemployment Rate 

fulfills other objectives, such as maximum Output.  
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Table 3: Phillips Curve Estimates for Germany 

Parameters  

Dependent Variable 

CPI   GDP Deflator  

(iv) 
 (i)  (ii)  (iii) 

Constant (d) 
0,010375   0,03371**    0,018357 ** 0,093895** 

(0,00647) (0,00966) (0,00441)       (0,01609) 

Constant in Inflation Expectations coefficient (D) 
-0,34613 - 1,29829** - 0,07389       - 3,20147 

(0,368292)      (0,65915) (0,35079)       (3,06043) 

Coefficient on    (E) 
320,283**     363,144**  168,811**        273,019 

(126,263) (143,276) (85,572)        (304,825) 

Ut-1 
-0,13305 -0,35018 -0,20412 0,428424** 

(0,146764) (0,22002) (0,13419)       (0,427875) 

Ut-2 
0,121718 0,10426 0,079731 -1,34554 

(0,152985) (0,2520) (0,13888) (0,434619) 

K1 .. .. 
   0,020609 ** 

.. 
(0,00731) 

K2 
   0,017381** 

.. 
    0,012685 ** 

.. 
(0,00557)       (0,00523) 

K3 
   0,017913** 

.. 
    0,014914  ** 

.. 
    (0,00529)      (0,00514) 

Method for constructing    Linear, Restricted Linear, Restricted Linear,  Restricted Linear, Unrestricted 

Method for constructing     Unrestricted 3 - 

year lag 

3-lag Arithmetic 

Average 

Unrestricted 3 - 

year lag 

3-lag Arithmetic 

Average 

Unemployment Measure Male  Male  Total (%CLF) Male 

Sample Period 1973 - 2011 1973 - 2011 1967 - 2011 1974 - 2011 

Durbin –Watson statistic 2,08008 0,926367 1,97500 1,63244 

R
2
 0,846548 0,926367 0,856463 0,623408 

Source: author’s calculations;       * Significance at the 10% level;   ** Significance at the 5% level;   
NOTE: Standard errors are in parentheses; 

Dummies: 
K1 = 1 for 1973, zero otherwise; 

K2 = 1 for1979-1980, zero otherwise; 

K3 = 1 for 1991-1992, zero otherwise; 
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Table 4: Phillips Curve Estimates for Portugal 

Parameters 

Dependent Variable 

GDP Deflator CPI 

(iv)  (i)  (ii)  (iii) 

Constant (d) 
  0,066018 **  0,065971**     0,047472 **            0,024782 * 

         (0,02249) (0,02049)            (0,01320)          (0,014192) 

Constant in Inflation Expectations coefficient (D) 
          - 1,04669  - 1,71604 **         -  0,94343          - 0,115837 

           (0,80602) (0,685262)           (0,747688) (0,60806) 

Coefficient on    (E) 
119,762 *   216,969 **           102,274 * 66,0789 

           (67,2609) (111,540)            (56,772)            (45,4391) 

Ut-1 
- 0,83685 - 1,32169 **          - 0,7159           - 0,64247 

(0,51269) (0,47836)           (0,587379) ( 0,562748) 

Ut-2 
0,28764 0,809408 0,244457 0,439648 

(0,57824) (0,539155) (0,673020) ( 0,619512) 

K1 
- 0,10260 ** 

.. 
          - 0,11086 **    - 0,075241** 

(0,03247) (0,03212) ( 0,025431) 

K2 
   0,14634 ** - 0,07561**             0,132984 **   - 0,080335** 

(0,02643) (0,02618) (0,02722) ( 0,025396) 

K3 
- 0,05087 ** 

.. 
          - 0,04096 ** 

.. 
(0,02173) (0,020584) 

Method for constructing    Linear, Restricted 

 

Linear, Restricted Linear, Restricted Linear,   Restricted 

Method for constructing     Unrestricted 3 - year lag OECD/EC Forecasts Unrestricted 3 - year lag Unrestricted 3 - year lag 

Unemployment Measure Total (% aged 15-64) Total (% aged 15-64) Male Male 

Sample Period 1977 - 2011 1983 - 2011 1977 - 2011 1977 - 2011 

Durbin –Watson statistic 2,24887 1,85624 2,18683 1,52465 

Adjusted R
2
 0,765754 0,497091 0,756044 0,90 

Source: author’s calculations         * Significance at the 10% level;  ** Significance at the 5% level;                      

Standard errors are in parentheses;                        

Dummies: 

 K1 = 1 for 1977-1978, zero otherwise; 

 K2 = 1 for 1980, zero otherwise; 

 K3 = 1 for  1992-1993, zero otherwise; 
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6. Conclusions and future research  

 In this dissertation, we sought to explore the subject of the unemployment - 

inflation relationship as defined by the Phillips Curve. Since its introduction, it has 

undergone a fierce debate surrounding the validity of its tenets and its functional form 

has been subject to considerable extensions throughout time. We have taken opportunity 

to review the main topics of the debate and to focus on the recent developments 

presented in Akerlof, Dickens and Perry (2000), who argue that the existence of near 

rational agents who incompletely incorporate inflation in expectations generates a Long 

Run trade-off which could be exploited by policy in order to improve welfare. We then 

decided to empirically replicate their model to Portugal and Germany.    

 Using different combinations of annual data, the main findings suggest that there 

is evidence of near-rational expectations in the Phillips Curve for both countries. Past 

performance of inflation has an impact over the way expectations are incorporated in 

the wage price setting process, and this result in smaller coefficient of expectation when 

inflation is low, enabling a Long-Run trade-off between inflation and unemployment.  

Even though the lack of efficiency in the estimates of unemployment prevents us from 

deriving the steady state unemployment and inflation rates – a fact which can be 

explained for the small data sample used - , the estimates follow closely those already 

reported in the literature. Given the current moment where both countries are enjoying 

an environment of low time inflation a common Monetary Policy, one cannot rule out a 

window of opportunity to call for the pursuit of expansionary policies. 

 Further paths of research could be advanced, though, which might bring 

improvements to the model. Downward nominal wage rigidity seems to be quite 

relevant in price and wage setting in Europe and introducing this variable into an ADP 
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Phillips Curve could add extra information to the Near Rational ADP. Extending the 

range of indicators to include, for instance, productivity measures and specifications for 

  which were excluded in this work would also be a good idea.  

  Regarding the future adherence of the model, only time and further 

experimentation will tell how it behaves. Studies that fit an ADP Phillips Curve with 

quarterly data are found to display more statistically significant estimates than those 

using annual data, so the former data frequency should be preferred.  

 A word of caution is also made regarding the model. As Blinder (2000) argues, 

the ADP model doesn’t take other costs of inflation into consideration. If we blindly 

push the trade-off to very high inflation ranges simply because the coefficient of 

expectations is inferior to unity, the consequences are surely to be catastrophic.  

 A worthy proposal would be following the suggestion made in Lundborg & 

Sacklén (2006) and to check whether the Lowest Sustainable Unemployment Rate 

fulfills other objectives, such as maximum Output.  
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     ANNEXES 

Annex I –Data specifications 

CPI (Consumer Price Index, 2005=100): 1963-2011, from OECD Main Economic 

Indicators (MEI). Inflation calculated as the year-to-year change in logarithms. 

GDP Deflator (2005=100): 1960-2011 (Portugal), 1970-2011 (Germany), from OECD 

(MEI). Inflation calculated as the year-to-year change in logarithms. 

“Consensus Forecast” (Inflation Forecasts):  OECD Economic Outlook (December 

issue) 1976-2011, Keereman, P. (1999) and Directorate-General for Economic and 

Financial Affairs Autumn Forecasts 1998-2010. For each calendar year we used the 

correspondent forecast made in the previous period.   

Unemployment (age): 1960-2011 (Germany) 1974-2011 (Portugal), OECD Labour 

Force Statistics. Unemployment of people aged between 15-64 as a share of total within 

- age working population (including armed forces). 

Unemployment (%CLF): 1956-2011, from OECD Annual Labour Force Statistics. 

Unemployed people as a share of Civilian Labour Force, including armed forces. 

Male Unemployment: 1970-2011 (Germany) 1974-2011 (Portugal). Rate if 

Unemployment for males aged 25-64 as a share of total working population. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B 

 

 

Annex II - Regression Results 

 

Germany 

                  NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (i)  
   ======================================== 

                             

 

 

*** WARNING in command 38 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLCPI_DE2: 4,  UMALE_DE(-1): 1,  UMALE_DE(-2): 2,  

INFLCPI_EXP: 3 

Working space used: 1793 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1         

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

                   Ut-2          K2            K3  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -100.64119541  FNEW= -139.46127808  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 26.970 

F= -139.46127808  FNEW= -139.77368568  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .46262 

F= -139.77368568  FNEW= -139.78616072  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .01719 

F= -139.78616072  FNEW= -139.78676788  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .81273E-03 

F= -139.78676788  FNEW= -139.78679913  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .41599E-04 

F= -139.78679913  FNEW= -139.78680075  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .21481E-05 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER   6 ITERATIONS 

 

   12 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 38        Log likelihood = 139.787 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -127.055 

 

    Germany – Equation (i) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 



 

C 

 

d          .010375       .646747E-02   1.60417       [.109] 

D         -.346132      .368292       -.939830      [.347] 

E          320.283       126.263       2.53665       [.011] 

Ut-1       -.133045      .146764       -.906521      [.365] 

Ut-2      .121718       .152985       .795619       [.426] 

K2         .017381       .557261E-02   3.11893       [.002] 

K3         .017913       .528968E-02   3.38636       [.001] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives(Gauss) 

  

Dependent variable: INFLCPI_DE 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .026222 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .017270 

Sum of squared residuals = .141944E-02 

   Variance of residuals = .457885E-04 

Std. error of regression = .676672E-02 

               R-squared = .871432 

      Adjusted R-squared = .846548 

            LM het. test = .492055 [.483] 

           Durbin-Watson = 2.08008 [.172,.928] 

 

 

NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES EQUATION: (ii) 

===================================== 

 

 

 

*** WARNING in command 21 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLCPI_DE2: 4,  UMALE_DE(-1): 1,  UMALE_DE(-2): 2,  

INFMA: 1 

 

Working space used: 1287 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1             

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000        

   Ut-2 

VALUE        0.00000  

 

F= -99.382221477  FNEW= -122.76601628  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 24.268 

F= -122.76601628  FNEW= -123.72965205  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 1.7629 

F= -123.72965205  FNEW= -123.77844434  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .14121 

F= -123.77844434  FNEW= -123.78541518  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .02866 

F= -123.78541518  FNEW= -123.78833219  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .01054 

F= -123.78833219  FNEW= -123.78904767  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .28971E-02 

F= -123.78904767  FNEW= -123.78929696  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .95724E-03 

F= -123.78929696  FNEW= -123.78936927  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .28716E-03 



 

D 

 

F= -123.78936927  FNEW= -123.78939262  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .91124E-04 

F= -123.78939262  FNEW= -123.78939973  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .28042E-04 

F= -123.78939973  FNEW= -123.78940197  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .87807E-05 

F= -123.78940197  FNEW= -123.78940266  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .27231E-05 

F= -123.78940266  FNEW= -123.78940288  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .84908E-06 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER  13 ITERATIONS 

 

 

   26 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 38        Log likelihood = 123.789 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -114.695 

 

   Germany - Equation (ii)  

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 

 

D         -1.29829      .659153       -1.96963      [.049] 

E          363.144       143.276       2.53457      [.011] 

d         .033712       .965682E-02   3.49103       [.000] 

Ut-1      -.350175       .220023       -1.59154       [.111] 

Ut-2       .104255       .251995       .413718       [.679] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives  

(Gauss) 

 

 

Dependent variable: INFLCPI_DE 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .026222 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .017270 

Sum of squared residuals = .329443E-02 

   Variance of residuals = .998312E-04 

Std. error of regression = .999155E-02 

               R-squared = .701545 

      Adjusted R-squared = .665368 

            LM het. test = .022401 [.881] 

           Durbin-Watson = .926367 [.000,.002] 

 

 

   NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (iii) 
                 ======================================== 

 

*** WARNING in command 33 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLCPI_DE2: 4,  UNEMPCL_DE(-1): 1,  UNEMPCL_DE(-2): 2,   

    INFLCPI_EXP: 3 

 

Working space used: 2261 

STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1  



 

E 

 

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

                    Ut-2            K1            K2            K3  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -112.57392974  FNEW= -160.92652612  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       CRIT= 

31.993 

F= -160.92652612  FNEW= -160.99061256  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       CRIT= 

.09959 

F= -160.99061256  FNEW= -160.99097645  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       CRIT= 

.55416E-03 

F= -160.99097645  FNEW= -160.99097860  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       CRIT= 

.32728E-05 

F= -160.99097860  FNEW= -160.99097861  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       CRIT= 

.19174E-07 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER   5 ITERATIONS 

   10 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

Number of observations = 44        Log likelihood = 160.991 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -145.854 

 

    Germany – Equation (iii) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 

 

D         -.073894      .350790       -.210651      [.833] 

E          168.811       85.5720      1.97273       [.049] 

d          .018357      .440639E-02   4.16597       [.000] 

Ut-1       -.204120      .134191       -1.52111      [.128] 

Ut-2        .079731      .138878       .574107       [.566] 

K1         .020609      .731043E-02   2.81913       [.005] 

K2         .012685      .523131E-02   2.42485       [.015] 

K3         .014914      .513508E-02   2.90437       [.004] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives (Gauss) 

 

 

Dependent variable: INFLCPI_DE 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .028099 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .018189 

Sum of squared residuals = .170966E-02 

   Variance of residuals = .474906E-04 

Std. error of regression = .689134E-02 

               R-squared = .879830 

      Adjusted R-squared = .856463 

            LM het. test = .773989 [.379] 

           Durbin-Watson = 1.97500 [.083,.887] 

 

 

 

 

 

                NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION (iv)   
           ======================================== 

 

                             

 

 

*** WARNING in command 12 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  



 

F 

 

    ====> INFLDEFLGDP_DE1: 4,  UNEMPAGE_DE(-1): 1,  UNEMPAGE_DE(-

2): 2,   

    INFMA: 1 

 

Working space used: 1265 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1             

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000        

   Ut-2 

VALUE      0.00000 

         

 

F= -80.135747382  FNEW= -93.236430639  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 16.375 

F= -93.236430639  FNEW= -93.508722797  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .43642 

F= -93.508722797  FNEW= -93.533099805  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .03124 

F= -93.533099805  FNEW= -93.540476029  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .82085E-02 

F= -93.540476029  FNEW= -93.543949716  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .35855E-02 

F= -93.543949716  FNEW= -93.546010585  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .20257E-02 

F= -93.546010585  FNEW= -93.547442154  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .13585E-02 

F= -93.547442154  FNEW= -93.548561625  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10339E-02 

F= -93.548561625  FNEW= -93.549523831  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .86928E-03 

F= -93.549523831  FNEW= -93.550418438  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .79350E-03 

F= -93.550418438  FNEW= -93.551307741  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .77665E-03 

F= -93.551307741  FNEW= -93.552244142  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .80719E-03 

F= -93.552244142  FNEW= -93.553279676  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .88329E-03 

F= -93.553279676  FNEW= -93.554471588  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10089E-02 

F= -93.554471588  FNEW= -93.555883990  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .11908E-02 

F= -93.555883990  FNEW= -93.557582176  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .14332E-02 

F= -93.557582176  FNEW= -93.559612314  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .17267E-02 

F= -93.559612314  FNEW= -93.561958487  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .20286E-02 

F= -93.561958487  FNEW= -93.564483405  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .22424E-02 

F= -93.564483405  FNEW= -93.566900974  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .22284E-02 

F= -93.566900974  FNEW= -93.568863209  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .18914E-02 

F= -93.568863209  FNEW= -93.570159586  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .13091E-02 



 

G 

 

F= -93.570159586  FNEW= -93.570842993  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .71948E-03 

F= -93.570842993  FNEW= -93.571133281  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .31565E-03 

F= -93.571133281  FNEW= -93.571236391  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .11462E-03 

F= -93.571236391  FNEW= -93.571268594  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .36289E-04 

F= -93.571268594  FNEW= -93.571277859  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10523E-04 

F= -93.571277859  FNEW= -93.571280400  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .28981E-05 

F= -93.571280400  FNEW= -93.571281079  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .77585E-06 

 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER  29 ITERATIONS 

 

 

   58 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 37        Log likelihood = 93.5713 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -84.5440 

 

    Germany – Equation (iv) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 

D         -3.20147     3.06043       -1.04609       [.296] 

E          273.019     304.825       .895659        [.370] 

d         .093895       .016086       5.83708       [.000] 

Ut-1       .428424      .427875        1.00128       [.317] 

Ut-2       -1.34554     .434619       -3.09591       [.002] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives  

(Gauss) 

 

Dependent variable: INFLDEFLGDP_DE 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .034068 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .033810 

Sum of squared residuals = .013775 

   Variance of residuals = .430483E-03 

Std. error of regression = .020748 

               R-squared = .665251 

      Adjusted R-squared = .623408 

            LM het. test = .047834 [.827] 

           Durbin-Watson = 1.63244 [.026,.351] 

 

  



 

H 

 

Portugal 

      

                NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (i)  
    ======================================== 

 

 

*** WARNING in command 38 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLDEFLGDP_PT2: 4,  UNEMPAGE_PT(-1): 1,  UNEMPAGE_PT(-

2): 2,   

    INFLDEFLGDP_EXP: 3 

 

Working space used: 1921 

 

 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

                    Ut-2            K1            K2            K3  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -54.388269340  FNEW= -81.022314825  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 20.670 

F= -81.022314825  FNEW= -81.254094683  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .42871 

F= -81.254094683  FNEW= -81.259766572  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .01094 

F= -81.259766572  FNEW= -81.260409903  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .15919E-02 

F= -81.260409903  FNEW= -81.260508111  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .26991E-03 

F= -81.260508111  FNEW= -81.260528358  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .55444E-04 

F= -81.260528358  FNEW= -81.260532271  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10849E-04 

F= -81.260532271  FNEW= -81.260533063  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .21873E-05 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER   8 ITERATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  16 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 34        Log likelihood = 81.2605 



 

I 

 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -67.1551 

 

   Portugal – Equation (i) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 

 

D        -1.04669       .806021      -1.29859       [.194] 

E         119.762       67.2609       1.78055       [.075] 

d          .066018      .022491       2.93531       [.003] 

Ut-1       -.836854      .512693      -1.63227       [.103] 

Ut-2        .287639      .578235        .497444      [.619] 

K1        -.102604      .032467      -3.16029       [.002] 

K2         .146338      .026426       5.53768       [.000] 

K3        -.050865      .021728      -2.34095       [.019] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives  

(Gauss) 

 

Dependent variable: INFLDEFLGDP_PT 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .039610 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .051972 

Sum of squared residuals = .016713 

   Variance of residuals = .642821E-03 

Std. error of regression = .025354 

               R-squared = .812711 

      Adjusted R-squared = .762287 

            LM het. test = .283001 [.595] 

           Durbin-Watson = 2.22961 [.196,.990] 

 

 

   NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (ii)   
      ============================================ 

 

 

*** WARNING in command 26 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLDEFLGDP_PT2: 4,  UNEMPAGE_PT(-1): 1,  UNEMPAGE_PT(-

2): 2 

 

Working space used: 1275 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

 

                    Ut-2            K2  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -56.947005852  FNEW= -68.453420662  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 12.496 

F= -68.453420662  FNEW= -68.974290635  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .77601 

F= -68.974290635  FNEW= -68.985245162  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .01734 

F= -68.985245162  FNEW= -68.985805007  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .25354E-02 



 

J 

 

F= -68.985805007  FNEW= -68.985915035  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .15364E-02 

F= -68.985915035  FNEW= -68.986018657  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .12202E-02 

F= -68.986018657  FNEW= -68.986077032  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .92910E-03 

F= -68.986077032  FNEW= -68.986137908  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .74656E-03 

F= -68.986137908  FNEW= -68.986175058  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .57307E-03 

F= -68.986175058  FNEW= -68.986211535  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .45828E-03 

F= -68.986211535  FNEW= -68.986235041  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .35351E-03 

F= -68.986235041  FNEW= -68.986257028  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .28157E-03 

F= -68.986257028  FNEW= -68.986271811  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .21802E-03 

F= -68.986271811  FNEW= -68.986285124  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .17311E-03 

F= -68.986285124  FNEW= -68.986294378  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .13443E-03 

F= -68.986294378  FNEW= -68.986302467  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10647E-03 

F= -68.986302467  FNEW= -68.986308239  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .82870E-04 

F= -68.986308239  FNEW= -68.986313169  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .65507E-04 

F= -68.986313169  FNEW= -68.986316759  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .51078E-04 

F= -68.986316759  FNEW= -68.986319770  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .40314E-04 

F= -68.986319770  FNEW= -68.986321998  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .31478E-04 

F= -68.986321998  FNEW= -68.986323840  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .24814E-04 

F= -68.986323840  FNEW= -68.986325221  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .19397E-04 

F= -68.986325221  FNEW= -68.986326350  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .15276E-04 

F= -68.986326350  FNEW= -68.986327204  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .11951E-04 

F= -68.986327204  FNEW= -68.986327897  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .94049E-05 

F= -68.986327897  FNEW= -68.986328425  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .73629E-05 

F= -68.986328425  FNEW= -68.986328850  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .57908E-05 

F= -68.986328850  FNEW= -68.986329176  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .45359E-05 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER  29 ITERATIONS 

 

 

   58 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 28        Log likelihood = 68.9863 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -58.9897 



 

K 

 

     

    Portugal - Equation (ii) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate       Error       t-statistic   P-value 

D         -1.71604        .685262      -2.50421         [.012] 

E          216.969        111.540          1.94522      [.052] 

d         .065971        .020485        3.22051         [.001] 

Ut-1        -1.32169      .478360       -2.76297         [.006] 

Ut-2        .809408       .539155        1.50125         [.133] 

K2        -.075611      .026178        -2.88837         [.004] 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives  

(Gauss) 

 

Equation: (ii) 

Dependent variable: INFLDEFLGDP_PT 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .037761 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .032618 

Sum of squared residuals = .011876 

   Variance of residuals = .539801E-03 

Std. error of regression = .023234 

               R-squared = .590222 

      Adjusted R-squared = .497091 

            LM het. test = 5.59746 [.018] 

           Durbin-Watson = 1.85624 [.052,.792] 

 

 

                  NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (iii)  

        ========================================== 

 

 

*** WARNING in command 38 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLDEFLGDP_PT2: 4,  UMALE_PT(-1): 1,  UMALE_PT(-2): 2,   

    INFLDEFLGDP_EXP: 3 

 

Working space used: 1921 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

                    Ut-2             K1            K2            K3  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -54.388269340  FNEW= -80.682042498  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 20.499 

F= -80.682042498  FNEW= -80.831109562  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .23300 

F= -80.831109562  FNEW= -80.835422707  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .55224E-02 

F= -80.835422707  FNEW= -80.835660464  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .29614E-03 

F= -80.835660464  FNEW= -80.835674779  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .17693E-04 

F= -80.835674779  FNEW= -80.835675651  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .10743E-05 

 



 

L 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER   6 ITERATIONS 

 

 

   12 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

 

Number of observations = 34        Log likelihood = 80.8357 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -66.7302 

    Portugal- equation (iii) 

                        Standard 

Parameter  Estimate      Error      t-statistic      P-value 

D         -.943427     .747688       -1.26179        [.207] 

E          102.274      56.7717       1.80150        [.072] 

d         .047472      .013202        3.59590        [.000] 

Ut-1        -.715898     .587379       -1.21880       [.223] 

Ut-2        .244457      .673020       .363225         [.716] 

K1        -.110860     .032116       -3.45190        [.001] 

K2        .132984      .027219        4.88574        [.000] 

K3        -.040956     .020584       -1.98976        [.047] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives (Gauss) 

 

 

Dependent variable: INFLDEFLGDP_PT 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .039610 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .051972 

Sum of squared residuals = .017136 

   Variance of residuals = .659088E-03 

Std. error of regression = .025673 

               R-squared = .807792 

      Adjusted R-squared = .756044 

            LM het. test = .372240 [.542] 

           Durbin-Watson = 2.18683 [.161,.985] 

 

      

 

    

  NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES - EQUATION: (iv) 
          ========================================== 

 

 

*** WARNING in command 28 Procedure LSQ: Missing values for series  

    ====> INFLCPI_PT2: 4,  UMALE_PT(-1): 1,  UMALE_PT(-2): 2,  

INFLCPI_EXP: 3 

 

Working space used: 1673 

                                STARTING VALUES 

 

                    D             E            d            Ut-1  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

                    Ut-2            K1            K2  

VALUE          0.00000       0.00000       0.00000  

 

F= -48.104862195  FNEW= -77.133785495  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 22.967 



 

M 

 

F= -77.133785495  FNEW= -80.802957141  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 5.1867 

F= -80.802957141  FNEW= -82.401724479  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= 1.7612 

F= -82.401724479  FNEW= -82.837319293  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .83485 

F= -82.837319293  FNEW= -82.967669314  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .21678 

F= -82.967669314  FNEW= -82.968521299  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .14822E-02 

F= -82.968521299  FNEW= -82.968532640  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .20389E-04 

F= -82.968532640  FNEW= -82.968532803  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .29536E-06 

F= -82.968532803  FNEW= -82.968532806  ISQZ=  0 STEP= 1.       

CRIT= .44629E-08 

 

CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED AFTER   9 ITERATIONS 

 

   18 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. 

Number of observations = 34        Log likelihood = 82.9685 

        Schwarz B.I.C. = -70.6263 

    Portugal - equation (iv) 

                         Standard 

Parameter  Estimate        Error       t-statistic   P-value 

D         -.115837       .608060       -.190503      [.849] 

E          66.0789       45.4391       1.45423       [.146] 

d         .024782        .014192       1.74620       [.081] 

Ut-1         -.642470     .562748       -1.14167      [.254] 

Ut-2         .439648       .619512       .709667      [.478] 

K1         -.075241      .025431       -2.95861      [.003] 

K2         -.080335      .025396       -3.16329      [.002] 

 

Standard Errors computed from quadratic form of analytic first 

derivatives  

(Gauss) 

 

Dependent variable: INFLCPI_PT 

 

       Mean of dep. var. = .085582 

  Std. dev. of dep. var. = .074091 

Sum of squared residuals = .015116 

   Variance of residuals = .559842E-03 

Std. error of regression = .023661 

               R-squared = .918180 

      Adjusted R-squared = .899998 

            LM het. test = 10.2075 [.001] 

           Durbin-Watson = 1.52465 [.002,.434] 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

N 

 

Inflation Expectations coefficient values - Germany 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Share of Rational 

Firms 

[Φ(D+Eπ
2
)] 

 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

Φ(π=0) 
 

0,364623 0,097094 0,470549 0,000684 

Φ(π=1) 

 
0,376722 0,103479 0,477269 0,000751 

Φ(π=2) 

 
0,413708 0,124449 0,497461 0,000993 

Φ(π=3) 

 
0,476924 0,16566 0,531102 0,00156 

Φ(π=4) 

 
0,566049 0,236607 0,577776 0,002849 

Φ(π=5) 

 
0,675293 0,348109 0,636132 0,005886 

Φ(π=6) 

 
0,790135 0,503602 0,70327 0,013257 

Φ(π=7) 

 
0,889384 0,684783 0,77436 0,031184 

Φ(π=8) 

 
0,95578 0,847515 0,842913 0,072953 

Φ(π=9) 

 
0,987717 0,949827 0,902077 0,161083 

Φ(π=10) 

 
0,99786 0,99018 0,94676 0,31872 

Φ(π=11) 

 
0,999792 0,999018 0,975508 0,540645 

Φ(π=12) 

 
0,99999 0,999958 0,990788 0,767306 

Φ(π=13) 1 0,999999 0,997274 0,921106 



 

O 

 

 
Inflation Expectations coefficient values - Portugal 

 

 

 

Share of Rational 

Firms 

[Φ(D+Eπ
2
)] 

 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

Φ(π=0) 

 
0,14762129 0,04307736 0,1727305 0,45389086 

Φ(π=1) 

 
0,15040129 0,04510005 0,1753577 0,45651039 

Φ(π=2) 

 
0,15894938 0,0516298 0,1833902 0,46437985 

Φ(π=3) 

 
0,17388997 0,06415905 0,1972782 0,47752512 

Φ(π=4) 

 
0,19625598 0,08551689 0,2177568 0,49596646 

Φ(π=5) 

 
0,22744577 0,12027413 0,2458067 0,5196839 

Φ(π=6) 

 
0,26909684 0,17490662 0,2825633 0,54856912 

Φ(π=7) 

 
0,32280972 0,25691299 0,3291406 0,58236584 

Φ(π=8) 

 
0,38965697 0,37166816 0,386338 0,62060418 

Φ(π=9) 

 
0,4694638 0,51651504 0,4542184 0,66253885 

Φ(π=10) 

 
0,55998453 0,67495962 0,531607 0,70710673 

Φ(π=11) 

 
0,65631628 0,81840012 0,6156537 0,75292327 

Φ(π=12) 

 
0,751077 0,92048088 0,7017067 0,79833792 

Φ(π=13) 0,83578665 0,97445578 0,7837734 0,84156155 


